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From routine dental exams, x-ray, dental cleaning, complete with crown of dental procedures more like dental implantation, gum surgery, bone graph, venue and other cosmetic procedures and surgical procedures. Learn more » Besides dental and checkup cleaning, we offer cosmetic dentistry services such as porcelain
oven, porcelain inlays, dental bonds, dental bonds and recharge teeth, crowns, laundering teeth, dental bridges and fill-colored teeth. Learn More » You never know when a dental emergency may arise as an accident due to sport or collapse, a cracked tooth, conched or missing filling or toothache pain. Call our friendly
employees to get an appointment as soon as possible. Learn more » Before Next Dr. Kong has been practicing general and dentistry implant at the Forest Hills / Keww Field for more than 10 years and focusing on providing you and your family dental care better. Meet Dr. Kong » We offer 0% financing through
CareCredit with various payment period options. Click the button below or call our Office for more details. View Funding Details » We are involved with major insurance companies. Click the button below to learn more or call our Office if you have any questions. View Insurance Details » Our Patients Love Our Quick and
Efficient Service!! The staff is very friendly. Definitely recommend this place. I've been going there for 6 years now.R Soodeen on Google Excellent Dentist! Very good and professional. His assistant is very professional too. Highly recommended where this.umer Farooq on Google I referred to Dr. Kong by my dentist for a
periodontal consultation. Dr Kong is the gift dentist who uses advanced technology in the dental field. It has a professional way, beautiful beautiful bed. Sharlene Berry on Google Dr Kong is still patient in answering my questions and explaining what I can do to keep up my dental health. I have some very serious bone
problem loss but it helped me to do a deep-cleaning hole and it's feeding the damage. Highly recommend Dr Kong! Michael Wong on Google Before Next Top Reviews. Top Rated. (but we're angry) Gentle dental treatments. We respect your time! No judgment, Just professionalism. Transparent &amp; straight ahead.
Awesome Practical Technology Where flexible payment options Recognize KOIS receive specialist training. Dr John Kong is a periodontist and dental implantation specialist, one of about 1% of the board certified by the American Board of Periodontology. He is a graduate of Bronx H.S. in Science and finished his
undergraduate education at Amherst College/ Wesleyan University. He got his dental education from SunY Medicine at Dental in Stony Brook, where he graduated from the top of his class. Then he completed a 3-year residency, post graduate residency at Periodontic &amp; Nutrition; Implantology at Rutgers of Dental
Medicine while also getting published in dental journal Peer-reviewed on Bone Regeneration. He is currently head of Implantology at Flushing Medical Center Hospital, a non-profit health MediSys network. In addition, it is certified to envisalign devices and complete a post-graduate program on Full-Mouth Reconstruction:
Implants, Aesthetic, and The Inclusion of NYU. Recently, he completed a 3 year dental journey of cutting edge, dental continued education to become qualified as a KOIS specialist recognizing specialists to give his patients the highest levels of patient-based care for predisputable, evidence-based dental systems. Dr
Kong will impress you with a high level of skill and technical abilities. It regularly goes to continue educational conferences and staff the latest equipment and cutting edge techniques to give its patients the most up to date of procedure and healthy smile. He has a warm and caring way of bed and is sensitive to his
patients' needs. He is also active in his profession as a member of the American Dental Association (ADA), New York Dental Association (NYSDA), International Congress of Oral Implantologists (ICOI) and the American Academy of Periodontology (AAP). Dr Kong lives in Forest Hills, NY and in his spare time he enjoys
spending time with his wife and son. His hobby includes music and cooking and tobacco sauce. Dr Seok Kwag Won, DDS Dr Kwag is a General and Cosmetic Dentist. He spent his youth at his dental practice in South Korea, inspiring him to become a dentist. She moved to Long Island, N.Y., and graduated from Stony
Brook University with a B.S. in biology. He then received his DDS at New York University's College of Dentistry. Dr Kwag completed a General Practical Residence at Flushing Hospital Medical Center. She is currently a member of the American Dental Association (ADA) and the New York State Dental Association. Dr
Kwag provides supplements and evidence based on dentistry that is best suited for each of his patients. Guardian MetLife InHealthcare Dental Exam Dental Emergency Examination Braces For Broken Tooth Crane Or Crown Cleaning or Implants Dental Pon all St. University Of New York at Stony Brook – DDS 2003
periodontic, Cosmetic and Implant Dexter American Board of Periodontology 12510 Queens Blvd, Ste 219Kew Field, NY 11415 Now, has no review for this dentist.
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